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To WPC partners ESSnet Big Data II  

Cc  

from Vera Ivanova  

 

subject: Draft minutes 4th WPC meeting ESSnet BD II by WebEx 19th  of March 2019 

2019-03-22 

 

Participants 

Galya Stateva (PL WPC) - BG   Olav ten Bosch - NL   

Alexander Kowarik - AT  Jacek Maślankowski - PL   

Lucas Mikesa - AT    Jussi Ritola - FI  

Aidan Condron - IE  Vera Ivanova – technical assistant - BG   

Donato Summa - IT   Markus Zwick - DE  
 

The representatives of FI, IE and DE did not participate in the meeting. Jussi was absent for personal 

reasons. Marcus had other professional engagements. ISTAT already have their experts responsible 

for WPC - Donato Summa and Monica Consalvi. Jacek joined the meeting later.   

The proposed agenda is:   

1. WPC use-cases and statistical indicators: current status 
2. Methodological framework – current status 
3. Webscraping activities – preparation for producing of the experimental statistics 
4. AOB  
On approving the agenda Olav put the question about the proposals sent by him on webscraping 
policy. Galya apologized for the misunderstanding that occurred – she hadn’t received the email. Her 
colleague Vera had just informed her about these comments by Olav. Nobody else had reacted to this 
email. Galya will send them to the Bulgarian legal department to be incorporated. It was decided that 
the policy would be discussed at the next web-ex meeting.  

1. WPC use-cases and statistical indicators: current status  

Galya informed the partners that the description of use-case 1 and use-case 2, 4 and the general 
overview of the use-cases and their respective indicators have already been uploaded on the Wiki 
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platform. Everybody agreed that they could be considered final versions, since they were sent in 
advance for remarks to all the partner countries and no comments have been received so far. For use-
case 3 IT is responsible and now that Donato and Monica are at hand Donato committed himself to 
complete the task for preparing the respective documents within two weeks. He explained their idea 
of implementing use-case 3: they’ll not just webscrape enterprises’ websites but scrape enterprises 
and analyse data – they’ll do a total new NACE classification, a data-driven classification associated 
with traditional NACE classification. Olav agreed with this possibility and Lucas added this is a way of 
predicting the NACE codes. Galya informed Donato that Jussi proposed to take contribution to use-
case 3.  

2. Methodological framework – current status 

Galya reminded that at the last web-ex meeting in February the first draft of the Methodological 
framework was presented. According to the decisions of the meeting the document was uploaded on 
the wiki platform in order for every partner country to be able to reflect their notes or comments on 
the document. Since nobody had edited nor completed the document by that moment Galya invited 
the partners to share their comments if there were any at the meeting.  All partner countries agreed 
that the proposed structure of the methodological framework could be considered a first final version. 
Olav only noted that it looked complete but there was always room for changing. Galya clarified that 
her proposal was only for the structure and taking into consideration the fact that on 24th September 
2019 the first final version (the whole document with structure and contents ready) must be sent to 
the Review Board, she suggested that at the physical meeting in Sofia in June the team should have an 
initial version to discuss it, so that to have time to redesign the document and put other content in July 
and August. It would be better to focus the efforts on its elaboration by the end of August this year at 
the latest and thus there will be about 20 days in September for integrating of all the parts, editing of 
the English text and similar ending, technical activities. Some of the parts of the document could be 
finished not during this year but to be necessary to leave them for the next year, when the second and 
final version of the document will be elaborated.  

Galya proposed to the attention of the participants initial sharing out of the work on the different 
sections of the methodological framework: 

Introduction – BG and if there are volunteers to join 

I. Legal aspects of Enterprise characteristics (WPC, WPB, Eurostat) – BG, UK 

II. Business context – AT, BG, IT, NL 

III. Enterprise characteristics reference architectures for BD production (WPC, WPF) – BG, PL, NL 

IV. Enterprise characteristics Web scraping process –NL, BG, PL 

(on the base of the WPF document for Big data lifecycle) 

V. Implementation requirements at ESS level – All partners 

1. Functional production prototypes (by use-cases) – for use-case 1: NL and BG, use-case 2: AT 
and PL; use-case 3: IT; use-case 4: UK   

2. Implementation requirements at national level – All partners  

3. Set of recommendations for NSIs - All partners 
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VI. Enterprise characteristics in the context of traditional ICT survey - IT 

VII. Data quality and metadata – AT, PL 

Annexes – BG. 

All WPC partners agreed with the allocation of the chapters, besides NL will join for II. Business context. 
Olav remarked that the structure is good but the deadline of June was too ambitious. Galya specified 
the target of June would be to have probably several chapters, not all and there will be a month and 
so to fill in the others. So Galya concluded that the structure is final and the responsibilities about the 
content are distributed, so the work on the content should start. Galya invited the participants if some 
countries have concerns about the roles, to contact her by email. 

3. Webscraping activities - preparation for producing of the experimental statistics 

Galya asked the participants to share the information what the status of the preparation of URLs 
Inventory in each country is and when they think that they’ll be able to start the real massive web-
scraping. Another issue was if they will succeed to start during the period March-April as it was initially 
agreed for the sake of comparability in the period for the achieved results between the regular 
research ICT in enterprises and webscraped data. 

Jacek informed the participants that they’ll be ready with webscraping that or the following week. PL 
will do URLs inventory only for big enterprises with more than 10 employees. They will use their own 
software and Jacek agreed to share with the other WPC countries their webscraping software 
solutions.  

Lucas presented the situation in AT that currently they are starting to validate the data if they are 
correct. AT also will webscrape only for big enterprises. 

Olav shared an interesting point in the Dutch experience that last year in the ICT survey they put an 
additional question after the question “Do you have website?” – Yes/No – if Yes, it followed “Which is 
your domain?”, thus enlarging the database for the websites of the enterprises and now enabling 
validating the webscraped information. NL also will webscrape only big enterpises. 

Galya reported about BG situation – BNSI starts webscraping of big and also small enterprises. There 
are already some preliminary results and there will be some more in the end of April. It’s a real 
methodological challenge for BG ICT experts to know the situation for small enterprises. 

Donato will have to talk with his colleagues to give the WPC partners the respective information. 

Since the first round for production of experimental statistics must be completed also on 24th 
September 2019 and the results should be presented to the Review Board, it is better after collection 
and processing of webscraped data received through the massive webscraping to start with Calculation 
of the statistical indicators defined by the Methodological  Framework for each use-case separately 
and Evaluation of the quality indicators for all statistical outputs (e.g. accuracy, sensitivity, specificity). 
So it would be better to have some initial experimental results by the meeting in Sofia in June for the 
sake of their discussion. All participants agreed with the deadlines. 

In addition, within this task a subtask is envisaged for production of Reference metadata for the 
dissemination of experimental statistics, for which it’s better to wait for the Quality template as a result 
of the work of WPK and in compliance with it to produce the reference metadata. 
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Jacek and Alex are responsible for this template for WPC. Jacek told that all quality issues about 
webscraping would be done by him. Galya explained that this template may be used to describe the 
metadata for dissemination of our experimental statistics. 

4. AOB 

 Development of the ЕSS webscraping Policy –  Galya thanked Olav for his contribution which 
will be discussed at the next web-ex meeting in April. There is almost completed draft 
document but the BG legal experts need the additional information about the legal issues for 
webscraping in the new partner countries in WPC. For this aim information is asked by email 
from Austia, Finland Ireland and Germany. Galya asked kindly Lucas to send the information as 
soon as possible.  

 Literature review template - The literature review template can be used by all ESSnet Big Data 
workpackages to provide WPK Methodology and quality with information on literature (papers, 
articles, ...) relevant for a particular workpackage. This will be used as input for the WPK 
literature overview deliverables. For that reason Galya distributed by e-mail and also on the 
WPC Wiki space the link to the template and asked the WPC countries for providing information 
to the WPK  about relevant literature, with a special emphasis on quality indicators as well 
methodological issues for webscraping on enterprise characteristics. The template can be 
downloaded directly from wiki, then complete it and mail it to WPK (Alex Kowarik 
(alexander.kowarik@statistik.gv.at) and Jacek Maslankowski (j.maslankowski@stat.gov.pl)). 

 New contact List – already sent; just to inform all for changes in contact person for UK. Still 
waiting for the replacement person from ONS. But the newest contact list will be sent for the 
new IT colleagues. 

 By 5th April Monica Scannapeico asked all WPs to fill in a questionnaire “Big data architecture 
needed for enterprise production”, so Galya will prepare it and send it to the WPC partners just 
to have a look at it. 

 

Conclusions: 

1. Use-case 1 and use-case 2, 4 and the general overview of the use-cases and their respective 
indicators are deemed final versions. 

2. Use-case 3 and the general overview of the use-case and its respective indicators will be drawn 
by IT by end of March 2019. 

3. The proposed structure of the methodological framework case could we considered a final 
version; the responsibilities about the content are distributed, so the work on the content 
should start. If there are some additional proposals/comments on it, they can send by e-mail 
to the WPC coordinator. At the physical meeting in Sofia in June there should be an initial 
version to discuss it. On 24th September 2019 the first final version (the whole document with 
structure and contents ready) must be sent to the Review Board. 

4. To have some initial experimental results by the meeting in Sofia in June for the sake of their 
discussion. 

5. Providing information on the specific legal circumstances regarding web-scraping activities on 
enterprise characteristics in AT, DE, FI, IE by them. 

The next webex meeting is planned for: 2019-04-17 – 15.00 PM - 16.00 PM (CET) 

 


